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2020 Year in review
What happened and what’s around the corner
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Today’s Presentation will cover 
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• Major risks that have played out for clients and how the insurance market responded. 

• "Risk Forecast" - What are the emerging risks on the horizon for the next 12 months and 
how is the future insurance market shaping up to meet these challenges. 
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Macro Risks Dominated 2020
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Global Risk Report - uncut
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• 800 risk 
professionals 
surveyed annually

• Perception survey

• 10 year outlook

• 2018 4th IR

• 2019 WMDs 

• 2020 A Decade Left

• Fear and 

Opportunity
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What Risks are business leaders 
now concerned about as we head 
into 2021?
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About the regional risks for doing business 2020

• Data presented here are from a single question in the World 
Economic Forum’s ‘Executive Opinion Survey’ (EOS). 

• This had responses from 12,012 business executives from 
127 countries who were asked to give their opinions on the 
top 5 global risks for doing business in their country, out 
of a total list of 30 risks. 

• The findings of the survey are included in the Regional Risks 
for Doing Business interactive tool published by the World 
Economic Forum in partnership with Marsh & McLennan, SK 
Group, and Zurich Insurance Group. 

• Read the BRINK article (October 8, 2020)

https://www.mmc.com/insights/publications/2020/october/regional-risks-for-doing-business-2020.html
https://www.brinknews.com/ripples-of-covid-19-what-concerns-business-leaders-for-the-decade-to-come/
https://www.mmc.com/insights/publications/2020/october/regional-risks-for-doing-business-2020.html
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Key Observations

• Unemployment

• Closely linked to 
wellbeing and healthcare

• US hit 14.7% in April ’20. 
Pre-pandemic 3.5% 
(current 6.9%)

• NZ unemployment 5.3% 
up from 3.5%

• Cyber is now the dominant risk 
for Australia
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Key Observations

• Interstate conflict up 7 places

• Social Instability and national 
governance failure complicates 
COVID19 response

• Cyber in the top 10 for the first 
time

• Nat Cat is up 17 places!
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2019, New Zealand’s Top 5
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How has the insurance market 
responded?



Cyber Risks
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Cyber
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• Top 5 advanced economy risk for 4th year running

• Up 24 places in emerging economies

• Increasing reliance on digital infrastructure

• Working from home (NZ 3rd ¼ attacks up 33%)

• Geopolitical power shifts (China/US/Australia)
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Data Protection

• TWO YEARS ON, GENERAL DATA PROTECTION 
REGULATION (GDPR) CONTINUES TO SHAPE GLOBAL 
DATA PRIVACY REGULATION

• GDPR has served as a catalyst and a reference point for   
drafting new data privacy laws, overhauling existing laws.
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Data Protection – New Zealand

• New Zealand’s long-awaited Privacy Bill was passed through Parliament in late June and 
is due to be implemented on December 1, 2020. 

• Among the key reforms is the introduction of mandatory notification of harmful privacy 
breaches to increase transparency. 

• This means that if organisations have a privacy breach that poses a risk of serious harm, 
they are required by law to notify the Privacy Commissioner and affected parties.
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Silent Cyber

• The 2017 NotPetya and WannaCry cyber events losses exceeding US8 billion and 
insured losses estimated at US3.6 billion on both affirmative and non-affirmative (silent) 
covers globally.

• Lloyd’s issued its Market Bulletin Y5258 (07/2019), and Y5277 (Jan2020) to provide 
clarity on the cyber exposure in all their policies

– This requirement was introduced to ensure that cyber risks and accumulations are 
understood by all relevant stakeholders, from the boards of directors to junior 
underwriters, pricing and capital actuaries and exposure analysts. 

– focused on driving the eradication of silent cyber from traditional lines of insurance 
by encouraging insurers to identify the exposure and either clearly exclude or 
affirmatively include it.
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Cyber  - Future Risk Developments

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD? 

• To mitigate of the potentially catastrophic impact of silent cyber within non-cyber lines of 
business, re/insurers require an effective means of qualifying and quantifying the 
risk of silent cyber across their whole portfolios. 

• Regulators and re/insurers will all continue to clarify their respective intentions and 
appetites for cyber in standalone policies and inclusion of cyber in traditional lines. 

• This should give clients greater clarity of the intent of coverage under their insurance 
contracts, though there will be some tough negotiations in situations where clients believe 
they are potentially losing coverage.
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Natural Catastrophe
and the growing protection gap
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Climate Change and Insurance Market

Natural Catastrophe Losses 1980-2019
Munich Re NatCatService
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COVID-19
and the growing protection gap
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For 2020, the World 
Bank currently 
expects a 5.2% 
contraction of the 
global economy
amounting to more 
than USD 4.5 trillion in 
lost output.
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Pandemics and the Insurance Industry

• Pandemics are not usually a “Black Swan” event for the insurance sector

• Experience since 1918 illustrates that pandemics are more of the order of one in 30-year events 

• Insurers are impacted by COVID-19 in numerous, compounding ways:

– Asset values and liquidity

– Large losses for travel, event cancellation, mortality and morbidity

– Large reserves for 2nd waves losses in D&O and US casualty markets  (Vic Govt Hotel Quarantine)

– Operational challenges such as new business declines, client base reductions

– Increased reporting, disclosure, and solvency related activity is being taken by regulators such as APRA and RBNZ, AM Best, 
S&P, Fitch (New India downgrade)
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The Future

• The COVID-19 situation will reignite the debate about what exactly the role of insurance 
should be in our rapidly evolving and volatile world

• The business interruption issue brings back into focus the question of how best to mitigate 
major structural and societal risks and the growing protection gap trend

– How can insurers price such policies and will customers have the appetite for this cover 
given the cost?

– Where do governments fit into the equation? 

• Pandemic risk pool where governments ultimately provide the backstop in cases that rise to 
a catastrophe.
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The Business Interruption Debate

– AFCA and ICA COVID19 BI test case (Quarantine 
Act). 

- New South Wales Supreme Court of Appeal found 
against insurers

- IAG entered a trading halt on 19 November and 
successfully raised $750m

– FCA (UK) High Court test case (Oct 2020) found in 
favour of all four policy arguments advanced on behalf 
of policyholders
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Directors and Officers
and the growing protection gap
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Directors & Officers - Programme Drivers
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Key Observations

• Relatively “young” class of 
insurance

• Not just about fiduciary 
obligations

• Heavily influenced by macro 
trends

• Distressed insurance class
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Strategic Agility 
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Project Framework

Strategically Aligned 
Renewal Cycle

Operational
Organisational/Financial/ 
People/Culture/Assets/ 

Customers

Macro
Economic/Industry 

Regulatory/Societal/ 
Environmental/Geopolitical/ 

Technological

Macro
Risk Management

Insurance

Operational
Risk/Insurance 

Informed Risk 
Management and 
Insurance Strategy

Much Greater 
Macro focus
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